Work in progress

Use only biodegradable soap for all washing (humans and dishes).
Do not dump water into the toilets! It screws with the system, and can cause it to stink to high heaven.
Same with dumping it in the camping area, it attracts flies and creates bio- hazards.
If you are a camp of 50 people or more, or your water usage is high, please take your grey water home
with you, or discard it in the river bed AFTER FILTERING
If you’re not wanting to lug all your greywater back with you, check out this awesome site with different
ways to evaporate your water: http://www.evapotrons.info/
Only grey water may be disposed of on-site and only if linked up to the main grey-water system
intended for water from the showers and hand washbasins.
o All wastewater (including all water from any kitchens) must be disposed of in the appropriate
wastewater tanks, and not poured into the ground or soak away.
o Any hazardous contaminated water (including sewerage) shall be transported to and disposed
of at a suitable sewerage management facility.
o No contaminated water shall be allowed to enter into any wetland, water body or drainage
channel.
Use as little as possible water and keep yourself well hydrated. The desert literally can kill you if
you don't drink water.
Plan well. How can you plan your kitchen, food, body cleaning, tooth brushing better so that you
need less water to accomplish the same things.
How to shower with a little water
● Sponge
● Enough to clean without wastage
● If lots then catch it in a bucket and carry to the river bed
● Use only Bio friendly soaps
●
How to wash dishes with a little water
● Scrape off all leftover food into your organics dryer
● Soak in boiled water only those that need it
● Wash and rinse the “cleaner dishes” first and reuse that water for dirtier plates and pots
● Rinse off with as little as possible and reuse water if possible before evaporating.
● Always try to evaporate rather than throwing any kind of grey water into the wilderness
Cooking water
● if you just boiled potatoes then reuse the water for dishes.
Liquid with food in it

●
●

Evaporate
Remove solid stuff with a sieve to add to organic food evaporator

